recruit

Interview Reimbursement Services: end on a high note with
your candidates. And make your finance team’s day, too!
business challenges

how this affects you

Every candidate interaction is critical when competing for top
talent, and delays in reimbursements and complicated processes
can turn off potential employees in a snap. Meanwhile, your
recruiting and accounts payable teams are dealing with a
major-league time commitment as they touch thousands of
individual receipts every year.

Candidates having a poor reimbursement experience are left
with a negative impression of your company.

• Reimbursing candidate can take a long time and be a
frustrating process.
• Processing individual candidate expenses is tedious and
wildly time consuming.
• It’s nearly impossible to ensure every reimbursement
follows policy.

Since it’s hard to know if every reimbursement is being handled
according to approved policy, you could be overpaying on
reimbursements.

Visit www.plusrelocation.com to
schedule a demo or learn more about
Interview Reimbursement Services
and Elo Recruit.
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Each candidate must be set up in your accounting system, and
a check must be cut, which means a significant amount of time
for your finance team.

what if you could…?
Deliver a high-touch experience without the high-touch
overhead?
Increase consistency in your process and adherence
to policy?
Receive consolidated invoicing with
detailed reporting?

elo recruit

if...

what it is

Your candidates have to follow complicated processes to
submit expenses or wait extended periods of time to receive
reimbursement

Plus’s Interview Reimbursement Services is delivered via
our proprietary technology, Elo Recruit. It’s the only online
expense portal designed exclusively for candidate
reimbursement.

Your recruiting and accounts payable teams are spending
excessive amounts of time processing these requests
You’re not sure if your policies are being applied consistently
or correctly

then...
You need to simplify your reimbursement process both for
your candidates as well as for your recruiting and accounts
payable teams (and leave a flawless impression with potential
employees along the way).

what’s in it for you
Candidates who see your company as responsive, tech savvy
and caring

• Candidates will have yet another experience with your
company that reinforces the care and consideration you
put into potential recruits.
• Any approved individual can easily upload information
into Elo Recruit.
• You’ll receive two consolidated invoices each month,
eliminating up to 95% of the tasks required to reimburse
a candidate.

Make the expense reimbursement
process even more seamless to your
candidates by customizing Elo Recruit
with your company’s logo.

A whole bunch of freed-up time for your recruiting and
accounts payable teams
Reduced overpayments on reimbursements thanks to a closer
adherence to policy

Now your candidates can...

review and submit
their expenses
experience a streamlined,
efficient process through
the Elo Recruit portal

snap a picture of their
receipts with their smart phone
and upload to Elo Recruit

You can start enhancing your
candidate experience and freeing
up personnel resources in only
90 minutes!

